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Abstract 

Sensor Networks (SN) are deployed in smart domain to sense the environment which is essential to provide the 

services according to the users need. Hundreds or sometimes thousands of sensors are involved in sensor 

networks for monitoring the target phenomenon. Large scale of sensory data have to be handle by the sensor 

network which create several problems such as waste of sensors energy, data redundancy. To overcome these 

deficiencies one most practice solution is data aggregation which can effectively decrease the massive amount 

of data generated in SNs by lessening occurrence in the sensing data. The aim of this method is to lessen the 

massive use of data generated by surrounding nodes, thus saving network energy and providing valuable 

information for the end user. The effectiveness of any data aggregation technique is largely dependent on 

topology of the network. Among the various network topologies clustering is preferred as it provides better 

controllability, scalability and network maintenance phenomenon. In this research, a data aggregation technique 

is proposed based on Periodic Sensor Network (PSN) which achieved aggregation of data at two layers: the 

sensor nodes layer and the cluster head layer. In sensor node layer set similarity function is used for checking 

the redundant data for each sensor node whereas Euclidean distance function is utilized in cluster head layer 

for discarding the redundancy of data between different sensor nodes. This aggregation technique is 

implemented in smart home where sensor network is deployed to capture environment related information 

(temperature, moisture, light, H2 level). Collected information is analyzed using ThinkSpeak cloud platform. For 

performance evaluation amount of aggregated data, number of pairs of redundant data, energy consumption, 

data latency, and data accuracy are analyzed and compared with the other state-of-art techniques. The result 

shows the important improvement of the performance of sensor networks. 

Keywords: Data Aggregation Technique, Network Topology, Cluster Based Network, Periodic Sensor Network  

(PSN), Cloud Computing, IoT. 

1. Introduction  

The technological advancement of sensor networks composed of small and cost effective sensing devices make 

it possible to equip wireless radio transceivers for remote monitoring. The key advantage of wireless sensor 

node is it does not use wire infrastructure for power and network connections. These sensor nodes can be used 

to monitor the environment by collecting information from their surroundings utilizing a base station which 

serves as a data repository. This type of sensor network is called Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). There are 

many issues happen when the WSN deals with vast number of data such as enough energy consumption, 

creating data redundancy and so on.  

Large scale of sensory data have to be handled by the WSN which create several problems such as waste of 

sensors energy for data acquisition, need large space for storage, and wide wireless link[1]. Data aggregation is 

more practical solution to overcome these deficiencies. Data aggregation is an effective way to reduce the large 

amount of data generated on sensor nodes by eliminating unnecessary sensing data. The aim of this method is 

to lessen the massive use of data generated by surrounding nodes, thus improving data latency as well as 

conserving network energy and providing more abstract information for the end user. 
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WSN can be of two types based on the network topology: flat network and cluster based network. Among them 

cluster based WSN possesses several benefits, better communication network, efficient topology management, 

reduce delays etc. [2]. Each node in WSN sends data to its neighboring node closed to sink in a multi-hop 

fashion. While collecting data closely placed nodes can experience the same data which causes lack of electric 

power. Such a technique cannot be considered as energy efficient. A proper aggregation technique can be 

introduced to make it energy efficient. In cluster based WSN each sensor node sends data to cluster head after 

that data is routed to sink through cluster head.  

The cluster head can perform aggregation by receiving raw data before sending it to sink. In a cluster based 

WSN several points have to be settled down: i) the number of cluster, ii) the number of nodes in each cluster, 

iii) the number of cluster head which satisfied optimized performance parameter. In this research, a two-layer 

based data aggregation technique using cluster based Periodic Sensor Network (PSN) is proposed. At bottom 

layer called sensor layer which aggregates utilizing set similarity function used whereas Euclidean distance 

function is utilized in top layer called cluster head layer. The performance of the aggregation technique is 

analyzed based on the energy consumption, the data latency and accuracy.  

The rest of the manuscript is decorated as follows: Section 2 explain the related works. Section 3 presents data 

aggregation techniques in Internet of Things (IoT). Section 4 describes proposed data aggregation technique. 

Section 5 evaluates the proposed data aggregation technique and finally, Section 6 concludes the research with 

mentioning future work. 

2. Literature Review 

Nowadays a number of WSN applications exist where the amount of the sensory data has exceeded several peta 

bytes yearly [4]. High energy consumption and complex data analysis issued in these applications. To overcome 

these problem researchers have highlighted to the data aggregation method in WSNs. As sensors, are generally 

operated by battery energy which is limited. In order to increasing network life time data aggregation is very 

important to operate in WSNs for decreasing the data transmission. Recently data aggregation has been well 

studied in WSNs. Mainly the performance of data aggregation technique depends on the network topology. In 

addition that, the researchers have put many network topologies for WSNs such as Tree [4,13,14], Cluster [5,8-

12], Chain [6,15,16] or Structure Free [7,17,18] based topology.  

Among the various network topologies clustering is preferred as it provides better controllability, scalability and 

network maintenance phenomenon. Moreover existing data aggregation techniques focus on CHs only. In this 

research, we propose a data aggregation technique based on cluster based Periodic Sensor Network (PSN) 

which achieved aggregation of data at two layers: firstly at the sensor nodes layer and secondly at the cluster 

head layer. In first layer set similarity function is used whereas Euclidean distance function is utilized in second 

layer. This aggregation technique is implemented in smart home where sensor network is deployed to capture 

environment related information (temperature, humidity, light, H2 level). Collected information is analyzed using 

ThingSpeak cloud platform. The performance of the aggregation technique is evaluated based on the network 

energy consumption, the data latency and data accuracy. 

3. Proposed Data Aggregation Technique 

Data aggregation techniques used in IoT can be categorized in five groups: In-network, tree based, cluster based, 

centralized, and structure-less data aggregation. The aim of data aggregation method is to reduce the 

redundant data transmission for the expansion of life time energy in WSN. Cluster based network topology is 

focused here and it is divided into several clusters.  

Clusters are formed on the basis of similarity of sensor nodes. For sending aggregated data to base station a 

cluster head is formed in each cluster. This cluster head can directly communicate with base station by using 

radio transmission. Sensed data goes to the destination through CHs by using cluster based sensor network 
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topology. Sensor node collects data in periodically and transmitted from sensor node to CHs using single-hop 

communication.  

Then, our proposed data aggregation technique works in two levels: the first one at the sensor nodes level, and 

the second at the CHs level. 

Periodic Sensor Network (PSN) is defined as a wireless sensor network deployed on the purpose of periodic 

monitoring where periodic updates are sent to the sink from the PSN, based on the most recent information 

𝑀𝑖 ⋂ 𝑀𝑗 = {(𝑦𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗) ∈ 𝑀𝑖 ×
𝑀𝑗

𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘(𝑦𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗)
= 1}

𝑠

 

sensed from the physical parameter. PSNs are typically arrays of sensor nodes interconnected using a radio 

communication network which allow their data to reach the sink. They are used for applications where certain 

conditions or processes need to be monitored constantly, such as the temperature in a conditioned space or 

pressure in a process pipeline. In this paper we consider PSN, where sensor nodes monitor a given phenomenon 

and send notifications and measurements back to the sink at each period p. In this case, we can notice the huge 

amount of data generated and sent to the sink.  

Furthermore, a significant amount of redundant data is likely delivered, particularly in case of dense networks. 

Subsequently, data aggregation for periodic applications becomes a necessity in order to reduce the size of 

data and save energy. Data aggregation consists in eliminating the inherent redundancy in raw data collected 

from the sensor nodes, minimizing the number of transmissions to the sink and thus saving energy. In PSN, each 

period p is divided into τ equal time slots as follows: p = [s1,s2, ...,sτ]. At each slot sj, each sensor Si captures a 

new measure mij, then, it forms a vector of measures during the period p as follows: Mi = [mi1,mi2,...,miτ].  

This section recalls the data aggregation scheme proposed and that will be enhanced in this paper. The method 

proposed in works in two phases, the first one at the nodes level called local aggregation and the second at the 

aggregator’s level. At each period p each node sends its aggregated data set to its proper aggregator which 

subsequently aggregates all data sets coming from different sensor nodes and sends them to the sink. 

A. First Layer: local aggregation. In this tier of aggregation, the idea is to identify similar data measurements 

captured by a sensor node i during a period p. In PSN, each sensor node i takes a new measurement yis at regular 

time interval called slot s. It is likely that a sensor node takes the same (or very similar) measurements several 

times especially when s is too short. During a period p, each node forms a new set of captured measurements 

Mi and sends it to the aggregator. In order to reduce the size of the set Mi, a similarity function between 

measurements and a frequency of a measure are defined as follows:  

Definition 1: (Similar Function): We define the similar function between two measurements as: 

𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟 (𝑚𝑖𝑗
, 𝑚𝑖𝑘

) = {
1    𝑖𝑓 ‖𝑚𝑖𝑗

− 𝑚𝑖𝑘
‖ ≤∈,

0                𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒      
 

Where mij and mik∈Mi and ε is a threshold determined by the application. Furthermore, two measures are similar 

if and only if their similar function is equal to 1. 

Definition 2: (Measure’s Weight, wgt (mij)): The weight of a measurement mij is defined as the number of 

similar measures (according to the Similar function) to mij in the same vector Mi. Based on the notations defined 

above, we describe the local aggregation phase which is run by the nodes themselves at each period in the 

following manner: for each new captured measurement, a sensor node Si searches for similarities of the new 

taken measurement. If a similar measurement is found, it deletes the new one and increments the corresponding 

weight by 1, else it adds the new measure to the set and initializes its weight to 1.1 After applying local 

aggregation, Si will transform the initial vector of measures, Mi, to a set of measures, Mi, associated to their 

corresponding weights as follows: Mi = {(mi1,wgt(mi1)), (mi2, wgt(mi2)), ...,(mik,wgt(mik))}, where k ≤ τ. 
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B. Second Layer: 

In this section, we propose a new method to search redundant data sets generated by the sensors using the 

distance functions. Distance functions are an important method that can find duplicated data sets by searching 

dissimilarities between these sets. Hence, a great number of distance functions have been proposed in the 

literature [22,23]. In this paper, we are interested in two distance functions that are widely used in various 

domains: Euclidean and Cosine distances. Let us consider two data sets Mi and Mj, generated by the sensor 

nodes Si and Sj respectively, at the period p as follows: 

𝑀𝑖
′ = {( 𝑚𝑖1

/
, 𝑤𝑔𝑡(𝑚𝑖1

/
)) , ( 𝑚𝑖2

/
, 𝑤𝑔𝑡(𝑚𝑖2

/
)) , … , ( 𝑚𝑖1

/
, 𝑤𝑔𝑡(𝑚𝑖1

/
))}        and 𝑀𝑗

′ =

{( 𝑚𝑗1

/
, 𝑤𝑔𝑡(𝑚𝑗1

/
)) , ( 𝑚𝑗2

/
, 𝑤𝑔𝑡(𝑚𝑗2

/
)) , … , ( 𝑚𝑗𝑘𝑗

/
, 𝑤𝑔𝑡 (𝑚𝑗𝑘𝑗

/
))} where |𝑀𝑖

′| = 𝑘𝑖 and |𝑀𝑗
′| = 𝑘𝑗  Therefore, 𝑀𝑖

′ and 

𝑀𝑗
′ are considered redundant if the calculated distance between them is less than a threshold (td) as follows: 

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝑀𝑖
′, 𝑀𝑗

′) ≤ 𝑡𝑑 

In mathematics, the Euclidean distance is the ordinary distance, e.g. straight line distance, between two points, 

sensor objects. It is used in many applications and domains, such as computer vision and prevention of identity 

theft. Furthermore, the Euclidean distance is already used in WSN during the deployment phase in terms of 

sensors’ localization and inter-sensors distance estimations. In this paper, we use the Euclidean distance on the 

data sets collected by sensors while adapting it to take into account the measures’ weights. In general, the 

Euclidian distance (Ed) between two datasets Mi and Mj before applying the local aggregation, is given by: 

𝐸𝑑(𝑀𝑖 , 𝑀𝑗) = √∑(𝑚𝑖𝑘
− 𝑚𝑗𝑘

)
2

𝜏

𝑘=1

 

Where, 𝑚𝑖𝑘
∈ 𝑀𝑖 and 𝑚𝑗𝑘

∈ 𝑀𝑗 , Mi and Mj are said to be redundant if Ed (Mi,Mj)td where td is a threshold 

determined by the application. 

4. Experimental results and Evaluation 

We have developed a control and monitoring system using Raspberry Pi in smart home. Different types of 

sensors (motion, temperature, humidity, light, H2) are deployed in the environment to collect information. 

Collected information’s are stored in ThingSpeak cloud platform for remote monitoring. Proposed data 

aggregation algorithm is implemented in this smart home to evaluate its performance and Figure 1. shows test 

bed of proposed data aggregation technique. 

 

Figure 1. Test-bed of proposed data aggregation technique. 
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Throughout this evaluation work we have taken different values for different parameters. Table 1 shows the 
details about different parameters. 

Table 1. Performance Measure Parameter. 

Parameters Name Description Values 

Threshold () Defined in Similar function 0.03, 0.05,0.07,0.1 

Period() The number of sensor 

measurement taken by each 

sensor node during a period 

200,500,1000 

Distance Threshold(td) The distance threshold 0.35,0.4,0.45,0.5 

During the aggregation, in first layer using similar function each sensor node searches the similarity between 

measures captured at each period and assigns for each measure its weight. Therefore, the result of the 

aggregation in this phase depends on the chosen threshold , the number of the collected measures in period 

 and the changes in the monitored condition.  

Figure. 2 shows the percentage of remaining data, or aggregated data, which will be sent to the CH, with and 

without applying the aggregation in first layer at the sensors layer. At each period, the amount of data collected 

by each sensor is reduced at least by 78% (and up to 96%) after applying the aggregation phase. 

Otherwise, the sensor node sends all the collected data, e.g.100%, without applying the aggregation phase. 

Therefore, our technique can successfully eliminate redundant measures at each period and reduce the amount 

of data sent to the CH. We can also observe that, with the local aggregation phase, data redundancy among 

data increases when  or  increases. This is because the similar function will find more similar measures to be 

eliminated in each period. 

Figure 2. Percentage of data after applying aggregation technique 

When receiving all the sets from its member nodes at the end of each period, CH applies the second 

aggregation level in order to find all pairs of redundant sets. 

Figure 3 shows the number of pairs of redundant sets obtained at each period when applying Euclidean 

distance technique in CH layer 
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Figure 3. Number of pairs of redundant sets at each period =500, =0.07. 

 

In this section, our objective is to study the energy consumption at the sensor nodes and CH levels. In sensor 

networks, energy consumption is highly dependent on the amount of data sent and received. Figure 4 shows 

the energy consumption comparison with and without applying the local aggregation phase by each sensor 

node and when varying  and . Since the local aggregation significantly reduces the redundancy among data 

collected by the sensor node, it allows it to proportionally save its energy when transmitting its data to the CH 

at each period. It is important to notice that our technique can save from 75% up to 95% of the energy of a 

sensor node. 

 

 

Figure 4: Energy consumption in each sensor node. 

In this section, we compare the execution time required for the three data aggregation methods used in our 

technique when varying td,  and  respectively as shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Execution time at the CH with =500 and =0.07. 

Data accuracy is an important factor in WSNs which represents the measure “loss rate”. In our simulation, data 

accuracy has been evaluated based on the percentage of loss measures at the CH; in other words, we divided 

the number of measures taken by the sensor nodes whose values (or similar values) do not reach the sink, after 

applying each aggregation method, over the whole measures collected by the sensors at each period. Figure. 6 

shows the results of data accuracy for the data aggregation functions used in our technique for different values 

of td,  and . We can notice that the results for data accuracy, for the proposed method is up to 91.5%, Cosine 

distance is up to 83.5%, and k-Mean algorithm up to 75%. 

 

Figure 6: Data accuracy with =500 and =0.07. 

To summarize this section, Table 2 shows the flexibility of each method regarding energy consumption, data 

latency and accuracy, and complexity of the method at the CHs. 
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Conserving 
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From the table it shows explicitly that the proposed method can conserve best energy consumption among the 

three methods. For data latency its performance is medium. Although k-means algorithm provides very good 

data latency but its data accuracy is low.  

5. Conclusion 

The main goal of data aggregation algorithms is to collect and aggregate data in an energy efficient way to 

improve network lifetime. In the clustering classification, the cluster head decision is a major challenge. If the 

network as a whole is taken, then the power consumption can be optimized by rotating its cluster head inside 

a separate cluster. An important concern in the energy conservation network, especially as the energy 

conservation of the cluster head in the cluster-tree network has to be higher because of the different operations, 

which they control over the network. In this research, we propose a data aggregation technique based on 

Periodic Sensor Network (PSN) which achieved aggregation of data at two layers. Firstly at the sensor nodes 

layer, and secondly at the cluster head layer. In first layer set similarity function is used whereas Euclidean 

distance function is utilized in second layer. This aggregation technique is implemented in smart home where 

sensor network is deployed to capture environment related information (temperature, moisture, light, H2 level). 

Collected information is analyzed using ThingSpeak cloud platform. The performance of the aggregation 

strategy is analyzed based on the energy consumption, the data latency and accuracy. The result shows how 

these methods can significantly improve the performance of sensor networks. In future we can implement 

machine learning techniques to select the different parameters: Threshold (), Period (), Distance Threshold (td) 
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